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This bulletin is, not published for the purpose of
recording new scientific facts. It will not serve as a.
11:rial place for data procured as a result of experiments
from which definite conclusions cannot be drawn. Its
purp01se is to furnish the public with information which
it is the endeavor of the writer to make practically useful.
I have now completed two seasons' experiments with
this crop, and resulls, beli :n·ed to Le of val ne, nm lier~
presented with such detail as is necessary for their understanding a.n d interpretation. In my presentation of facts
I have not confined myself solely to the results o,£ my
own work, but have secured such other data from all
available sources as seem to possess public utility. The
literature devoted to this crop is, however, extremely
meagre, the plant having been but sparingly grown in
isolated lo·c alities, and there have been but two attempts
made by public institutions and scientific men to, increase
popular kno1w ledge of its, adaptations.*
In arranging my experimental work with cassava,
as well as in the preparation of this bulletin, I have endeavored to keep constantly in mind its. adaptations to
the ever increasing demand fo.r a money cro,p, and it is to
its claims for consideration as meeting this demand, and
towarcl solving the problem of its use toward meeting
this requirement that I have chiefly ,directed my efforts.
.,,, Bul. 44 U. 8. Dept. of Ag., 1894.
Bul. 35 Fla. Exp . Station, 189S.
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With the market value of cotton below the actual
price of production, with high transportation rates too
frequently consuming all the profit of the grower of truck
or perishable products, with temporarily unproductive .
orange groves and the menace of free importation of
tropical I_>roducts hanging over us and tl.emoralizing our
markets, the farmer of Florida is t"day able to sympathize with the widespread claim of unpro:fitable farmi.ng
rising from many other states and fo-r sole comfort seek
all the satisfaction possible from his advantages o.f climate which minimize the cost of living and render existence possible even with the proceeds of all farm products at lowest ebb and the returns of farm labor <lisastrously small.
With an intimate personal knowledge and experience
with the present depressed condition of farm business,
tbP writer has not only thoroughly considered all money
crop possibilities as sources of relief, but has made vE'ry
many careful field experiments with all the crops offering
any reasonable hope of supplying an additional profitable
crop. With all the facts procurable and with the experience of not only myself, but many practical farmers to
support the opinion, I have reached the conclusion that,
all things considered, cassava comes nearer furnishing
the Florida farmer with a universally profitable crop than
any other which he can grow on equally large areas. It
can be utilized in more ways, can be sold in more different forms, can be more cheaply converted into staple and
finished products and can be produced for a smaller part
of its selling price than any other crop.
This bulletin is devoted to the presentation of the
more important facts upon which these con clusions are .
based.
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GROWING CASSAVA PLANT.
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ORIGIN AND HABITAT.-Cassava is a native of
trl1pical America, and has, ever since the white man first became familiar with American conditions, served as the
chief article of diet for the aboriginal peoples of the
West Indian islands, Central America and equatorial
South America. Botanically it is known as ''Manihot
utilil!!sima," and Manihot, or :Manioc, are the names
by which it is commonly designated by the natives of
South America, by whom the original word for cassava
wa~ applied simply to th~ manufactured product oibtained
from the plant. Two varieties of cassava are recognized,
one of which is poisonous from the considerable quantity
of hydrocyanic acid stored in its roots, and is recogni.r,ahle
by the fact oif possessing seven divisions to its leaves,
while the non-poisonous variety shows but five, or less,
points to -its palmately divided leaves. Occasionaily
"sports" with seven-pointed leaves are met with in
Florida, even upon plants, most of the foliage of which
consists of leaves with fewer divisions, but growth in
sub-tropical latitudes seems to eliminate the poisonous
property entirely, oe to reduce it bPlo'V the danger point,
as cases of poisoning from consumption of the root by
either man of beast are wholly unknown in the state.
CHARACTERIS'rICS.-The plant is a luxuriant,
many-branched shrub, covered with dark green, reddish
veined or stemmed, palmately divided leaves almoi;;t entirely concealing the branches to which they are attached.
These branches contain a soft, white pith, and pos:i1~ss
nodes from which the next generation of plants is ob-
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tained, as is the case with sugar-cane, the plant :flowering,
but rarely maturing seed in Florida.
The main stems are often over two inches in diameter
at the ground, and thrifty plants usually attain a height
of froni five to six feet with a spread of about the same
dimensions, so that planted in hills four feet apart e,:teh
way the intervening spaces are entirely filled, and pa'38age
between the row.s late in the season is difficult. The
root~, or more properly, the under-ground stems, are
attached to the main stock and are usually from one to
three inches in diameter and from one to three feet in
length as the result o.f a single year's growth. It is these
roots which give the plant its value and furnish its nsable
part. The y consist O'f a pure white solid tissue, harder
and drier than potatoes, or other so-called root crops,
and have a very high content of starch. They are covered
with a thin, reddish-brown fibrous bark, easily removed
by washing or light scraping, and it is this bark ,vhich,
in the tropical variety, contains much of the poisonous
ingredient. This constituent is volatile, and, therefore,
is wholly removed by cooking.
SOIL AND CLIMATIC CONDITIONS.-Cassava
grows in all parts of Florida with all the ease and aptihi.de of a nature. It thrives best, however, on moderately fertile, sandy rni!P, a11d is l erft:ctly adapted to the
,ast areas of pine lands constituting so large a portion
of the state. It possesses great drought-withstanding
power, very much surpassing co,r n in this respect.
So far as latitude is concerned, no positive limits
may be assigned to the area of its successful growth.
It will, to the writer's personal knowledge, thrive as far
n<;>rth as Macon, Ga., and might be gr.own to advantage
over a large part of both of the Carolinas, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana and Texas, with the probability of successful cultivation in parts of Arkansas, Oklahoma and Indian Territory. It requires a long season for
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its full development, and is ve~·y sensitive to frost, as much
_so as is the tomato. The limits _o f its possible habitat
may, perhaps, be best described by th·e statement that
cassava will thri~e wherever the soil is adapted to, its
development and a period o_f seven months of immunity
from killing frost is assured, or where danger from the
spring frosts ceases with the middle of March and liability to the autumn frosts does not occur until after
the middle of October.
PREP ARING THE SOIL.-Land on which cassava
is to grow requires tho,rough plowing. If the sand or
loam has become compacted below the usual depth of
plowing, or if the stratum of clay approaches the surface, the sub-soil plow should be resorted to, or if unavailable, the long "bull-tongue" should follow the turn-plow
or scooter. Thorough pulverization should be secnred
by the use of the harrow following the plow. This is
particularly important, as the young plants start slowly,
and cannot be so roughly treated as is the case with
~orn, where the harrow may be used several times Letween planting and the time for the first plowing or
cu I ti va tion.
The crop should be worked both ways, and should,
therefore, be planted in squares, four feet each way. This
is most simply effected by running furrows at right angles
with turn-plow or scooter, and dropping the seed a.t the
places where these furrows cross each other.
FER'l"'ILIZING.-A common belief among growers
of cassava is that the demands of this crop upon the
:soil for fertility are comparatively small. A'S a cnse·q uence of this general opinion, the practice of most
growers has been to apply very moderate quantities of
fertilizers , the usual application being from 250 to 300
pounds of common high-grade commercial fertilizer per
acre. At DeLand, where some 500 acres were grown
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during the past season the opinion is frequently expressed
that the minimum quantity of fertilizer mentioned aboYe
is more economical in its results than any heavier fertilizing has been.
To put the correctness of this prevailing supposition to
a test and at the same time shed as much light a,s possible,
on the plant-food requirements of cassava, a series of
plot fertilizer experiments were conducted by us during
the past season. The location of the plots gave conditions as nearly equal as any to be found on the station
farm. These plots consisted of one-fifth of an acre each.
Eight different experiments were included in the list, and
one trial was made in duplicate on two, different plots
as a test of the equality of the conditions, on the different
plots. The fertilizer adopted as a standard of compa1·ison
was the same as that on our regular field crop, which
experience had demonstrated as being economical and
satisfactory in results. This application_! designated as
the "normal," and all the other applications on the different plots were simply modifications of one or more of the
constituents of this "normal" fertilizer, which consisted
of 125 pounds of acid phosphate, 150 pounds of cotton seed
ml al :rnd 7 5 l ou uc s < f rn.ur i'-tte of pottish J-ier ac-re.
This mixture, therefore, contained 18 pounds of
phosphoric acid, 10 pounds of nitrogen and 36 pounds
of potash. These quantities converted into the expression more familiar to most consumers of fertilizers, show
the following percentage composition of the mixture:
Phosphoric Acid. . . . . . . 5.14 per cent
Nitrogen ........ . .. . ... 3.
per cent.
Potash ................. 10.
per cent.
The plots were numbered cosecutively from 1 to 9inclusive, the character of the application to each plot
having been as follows:
No. 1, check plot with no fertilizer.
No. 2, do1uble the "no•r mal" application.
No. 3, one and one-half times the "normal" application.
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No. 4, the "normal" application adopted as a standard
of e.m1parison, consisting of acid phosphate 125 pounds;
cotton seed meal, 150 pounds; muriate of potash, 75
pounds, an aggregate of 350 pounds per acre.
No. 5, "normal" phosphoric acid and nitrogen, but
only one-half the "normal" amount of potash.
:No. 6, "normal" nitrogen and potash, but only onehalf "normal" phosphoric acid.
No. 7, "normal" phosphoric acid and potash, but only
one-half "normal" nitrogen .
No. 8, a duplicate of No. 2, to test the equality of
soil conditions on the different plots.
No. 9, a duplicate of No. 8, except that the total
quantity applied was divided into three equal parts, applied at three different times.
It is believed that this series of fertilizer tests furnishes a basis for determining the actual food requirements of the cassava crop, as well as the economical application, since it provides for two total applications of one
and one-half and double the "normal" application respectively, and for appllcations in which each of the single
constituents is diminished by one-half, as a result of
which the question as to whether one or more of the
constituents in the "normal" fertilizer could have l>een
present in smaller quantities with equal benefits to the
crop, and necessarily reducing of the price of the total
application should be answered.
For convenience of comparison the results orf the
experiment are presented in Table I:
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TABLE I. ·
FERTILIZER EXPERIMENTS WITH CASSAVA.
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Several important facts ~eem to be demonstrated as
results of this series of experiments. It must, howev€r, be
borne in mind that a single year's trial is not sufficient
for a positive demonstration of facts or laws, but several
of the indications are so noticeable that deductions therefrom seem to be reasonable, and may form the basis of
practice until further investigation shaH have increased
or diminished their strength.
FIRST.-The average yield of cassava on the eight
fertilizer plots was J 2,979 pounds, equivalent to almost
exactly six and one-half tons per acre. The smallest
yield was 10,430 pounds, while the heaviest was 15,080
pounds, or slightly oyer seven and one-half tons. lleretofore a fair average crop ha.s been considered to be from
four to five tons, yet our average of .s ix and one-half tons
during a very exceptionally, indeed, phenomenally, bad
season, demonstrates that even the poorest soils of the
state-few are poorer than the soil of the station farmwill produce much heavier crops of cassava than has been
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usually supposed, and tl).at with more thorough study of
the fertilizing requirements of the crop, the yield upon
plots 5 and 6 seem to demonstrate that very considerably
larger returns may be reasonably- expected.
SECOND.-Comparison of plots 2 and 8, which 1·eceived identical treatment but produced 1~espectively 10,430 and 13,475 pounds of roots, shows that there i~ a po~sible v:u·iati0n between the _d ifferent plots of 3,045 pounds
per aere, and that as a consequence, differences between
the various plots a.ggr'e gating less than one and one-half
tons per acre_may have resulted from natural causes ~i~d
must, therefore, not be considered in drawing conclusions
from the actual yields upon the different. plots.
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THIRD.-The next important fact apparently demonstrated by 'the experiment is that increasing the "nor.m al"
application of ·the fertilizer· does not increase the yield
of the crop. - In other words, that the "norinaP' fertilizer
is the heaviest ·application which can be economically
made to the cassava crop on · such soils · as ours. This
is demonstrated by plots 2 and 8, each of which received
double the amount of fertilizer a.pp-lied to No. 4, but
which gave an average l eturn of. 11,952 pounds as against
13,510 pounds upon plot No. 4, with the "normal" fertilizer, or only one-half the amount of plant-food supplied
to the other two plots.
'

.

FOURTH.-Plots 5 and 6 each show important facts,
viz, that reducing the "normal" amount of potash by one- ·
half, as in No. 5, and phosphoric acid_, as in No. 6, does
not diminish the . amount o.f ca.s,s ava. Indeed, so far as
actual yields go these are the two best plots in the series.
The actual increase in yield, however, _o n ea.ch of t};lese
two plots is considerably less than the possible yariation
from natural differences, and s·h ould, therefo're, not b~
considered a~ pro_bably the result of the use of less phosphoric acid ;ind .potash in the applica.t~ons made to these

14
·two plots. The result, however, is sufficiently marked
to justify the conclusion that the "normal" application
contains an excess of each of these mineral plant-foods
and that the prop-0rtlon of these two ingredients might,
with advantage and economy, ·be decreased one-half from
the "'normal" standard.
FIETH.-The results upon plot No. 7, seem to demonstrate that the amount of nitrogen in the "normal''
application cannot be advantageously reduced, since the
yield upon plot No. 4 wa.s 13,510 pounds, while that on
plot No. 7, where one-half of the nitrogen was omitted,
was but 12,250 pounds.
SIXTH.-These different results lead. to the natural
conclusion that the most economical fertilizer for soils
like ours at the station should furnish the cro19 with the
equivalent of ~2½ pounds o~ acid phosphate, 150 ponnds
of cotton seed meal and 37½ pounds of muriate of potash,
maJdng a total application of 250 pounds, having a per~entag·e composit~on of approximately 2.6 per cent. phosphoric acid, 3 pe;r cent. nitrogen and 5 per cent. potash.
These results _are really a striking corroboration of
the preyailing practice among the largest and most successful growers in the state.
SEVENTH.-One other fact demonstrated by these
fertilizer experiments is the apparent uselessness of di. vi ding the total fertilizer application into several parts -to be
applied at different times a1s ·protection against the pos. sible ·Jos.s of· nitrogen, but the same could all be m;ed by
the crop: Plots 8 and 9 apparently prove that there is
ho 'such· loss; and that the total amount of nitrogen app·iied h,-. actua1ly assimilated by the crop. In this co11,
· rrec'tion, however, it should be remembe·red that though
the · !small fertilizer application of 250_ pounds appears
·1110,s t satisfactory and · economical, 'it offers no protection
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against soil deterioration, as it supplies only the apparent .
demands of the crop for a single seaison, and that, therefore, where rotation, green manuring, or other method
of soil recuperation is not practiced, a heavier amount
of fertilizer would probably in the end be profitable.
METHOD OF APPLIOATION.-The entire amonnt
of fertilizer to be used should be applied at one time, ar1d,
probably, broadcast and cultivated in before planting.
Where local conditions or lack of suitable tools necessitate a different method, however, the fertilizer may be
distributed in the furrow and mixed with the soil Ly the
scooter before the seed-cane is planted.
PLANTING AND OULTIV ATION.-The seed, preserved through the winter as described on page 17, begins to sprout and grow with the advent of v-varm
weather, and must be planted before it loses its vitality
in this way. This will usually occur in March. 'l'he seedcanes are cut into sections about four inches in length,
which is best effected by means of sharp knives, hatchets,
_or, best of all, pruning shears, by which the most rapid
and best work is effected. The pieces must be dropped
in the furrow by hand; where the check system is followed, the intersection of the furrows mark the places for
dropping. The most satisfactory results ~re secured by
dropping two pieces in a place, and t 1e workman, by
stepping on the dropped pieces, facilitates their subsequent covering. The covering is easily accomplished by
the turn-plow, or best by the cultivator with all the teeth
removed except the rear teeth on each srne, which should
be shoYels, and set as closely together a.s possible. · An
implement producing similar results is, easily improvised
with a pair of "bull to:11gues" and a common Dixie plow
stock. These teeth should be made to stra,d dle the row
and throw the soil toward each other, thus perfectly filling the furrow and co,ering the seed-canes lying therein.
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The season's cultivation and working of the .cassava crop
is simple. The first cultivation may be deep, and with a
plow, if preferred. After-cultivation must be shallow,.
and with a cultivafor or wide sweep. In either case, the
implement should be run as near the surface as possible,
both because of the effect on soil moisture and because·
many of the roots grow horizontally and very cloJcse to the
surface. The cultivation practised with corn is· equally
adapted to cassava, and three · or four workings will be·
sufficient; notwithstanding its long growing season.
·w hen the plants reach well out into the space between
the rows and shade the ground well, all cultivation may
cease and the crop be considered · as laid by. At the
time of the la.st cultivation, which will usually occur
about the _first ~f August, a single row of cow-peas may
advantageously be sown in the middle of the rows.
HARVESTING.-The nature of the plant nece~sitates hand-harvesting, but it possesses two saving graces.,.
which render the task comparatively easy. First, it
thrive·s best on light, sandy, dry soils, in which its roots
do riot have a very tenacious hold, and second, s·o many
of these roots grow near the surface that no great diffic.u lty is experienced in remorving them in' a body from the
soil. The work is best performed by two men on opposite
sides of the row: 'fhe stems should have previously be·en
ciut off with hoes about four to six inches above the
ground after the appearance of' frost, or the general yellowing of the leaves shows that growth is at an end. The ·
remaining stubs of stems furnish a hold by 'means of
which the entire root system is raised from the ' ground.
If any plant possesses a specially tenacious hold on the
ground, a little loo,sening by shorvel or spade thi.·ust ,inder
one side of the plant, will accomplish its release. Roots-.
occasionally ·become broken off in the ground, but these
are secured without' · difficulty by means of shovel Grspade.
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TWO CASSAVA ROOTS, WEIGHT THIRTY-ONE POUNDS.

The roots must be kept in a dry and reasonably cool
place or they are apt to deteriorate after a few days'
removal from the ground. As the ground on which
cassava grows seldom freezes, the crop is best stored
where it grew, and only harvested a few days previous
to actual use. ·
The common belief, however, oft repeated and
reiterated in print, that cassava cannot be preserved out
of the ground, but that immediate use is necessary, I
have proved to be founded on entire error. Last season
I kept roots in the station office from February until
July, and then submitted them to an examination by
gluooise experts from Chicago and Buffalo, who pronounced them to be in perfect condition for glucose
or starch manufacture. Broken or mutilated places on
the roots soon become co_vered with dark mold, but the
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t i~~~tj~--~rj:re_w ely · s-1ipe_rficial and i~ no way ,interferes -or~he root or' its constituents.
.f .,I1r: -S0.ufa Florida -the plant is perennial though it ·:
lhse~ its Te~ves -and some -of its stems during ·winter, but
Jy)tl1 t~e-advent of./ spring it sends out new shoots, and
J_~s.t_. ·yeai~'s._roots . begi_n to make new growth, so that the
~~t~re-- crcip isno-t -n e·c essarily harvested: · _With even tl~es~
:&qriintfori."s, however,., it is probable that annual planting
js ~ore pr~fita_bl~ 'ihan to attempt to secure more than a
:s higle ,season's growth on the ro;o ts.
·· · ·In this connection it is well to call attention to the
Ja:_ct 't hat the actual yields with our crop were considerahly above the usual average yield, yet they fall very
µ~uch below frequently reported yields. These latter are
hs a rule mere estimates. The illustration given of two
roots was supposed to have been made from averagesa'mples, and at this rate of 15-½ pounds per hill, the yield
per acre would have been 30,830.. pounds, or something
over 16 fons. The real yield, however, wais 6-½ tons, a
difference .which should be remembered when claims of
r,reposterous crops o,f cassava al'.e made public.

fJf\ tlie _c haracter

a1

0

PRESERVING SEED.~The entire above-ground
growth of the plant, except its leaves · and tip stems,
may be preserved for seed. The stems are trimmed by
hand, the leaves and tips being broken off and then laid
upon a dry piece of ground, preferably freshly plowed.
'rhe butt-ends of the stalks should be thrust into .the
ground and then a second layer be placed over them, hutts .
also in the ground, and so the pile, or bed, should be continued, layer on layer, like the shingles of a roof, till, for
convenience sake, the hed is large enough. The cane
should then he covered with straw, hay, or moss, and
this with a light layer of soil. In extremely dry weather
the addition o,f a little water to the 13eds is advisable, but
our winter rains are usually ample for the needs of the
seed-cane, and our experience at the station is that a
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superabundanoe of moisture is more dangerous than dry
weather, as rotting of the bed is more common than its
drying out. Neither extreme, however, is frequent, and
the seed may be expected to pa!s the winter in good
condition with reasonable certainty.
The complaint frequently met with of difficulty in
obtaining a full stand o.f cassava, I am c10.nfident, results
from ftilure to follow these simple rules for the proper
preservation of seed canes.
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USES OP THE CROP.
The n~! to which any crop may be put · must
depend chiefly on the composition of the material in question-. With cassava not only are the uses to which it
has already been devoted the result of its composition, but
new uses suggested for the crlop depend almost exclusively upon this composition. Cassava is distinctively a
starch-forming crop, and belongs essentially to the carbohydrate division of foods. It is, therefore, a characteristic fat-former, and when properly used, becomes one of
the most economical beat and fat-forming articles of food
for all classes of animals, human beings included.
The chief value which the crop possesses lies in the
fact of the cheapness with which fat-forming material
may be produced in this shape, and its economical position depends upon the recognized desirability of producing at home the greatest possible supply and variety of
foods for home consumption. Before entering into details of the utilization of the crop, therefore, it becomes
necessary to minutely examine its composition as determined by chemical analysis. This feature of our work
is essentially new, there having been heretofore, so far as
I am able to ascertain, but one analysis of. cassava published.*

* Bulletin No. 44 published by Chem. Div. U.

S. D. A., 1894.
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TABLE II.
ANALYSES OF STATION CASSAVA.
IFROM PLOTS
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Water .......................... ...... 518 66.02 ....... 5.166737 .... ............. .
Protein.*........................... 2.38 0.85 2 51 2.53 0.86 2.67
2.59
Fat................. .. .... ......... 0.55 0.20 0 58 0.5(1 0.17 0.52
0.55
Resins, .Alkaloids, etc. t .. .. .. . . 0.35 0.13 0.37 0.30 0.10 0.31
0.34
.A.mids and Sugarst .. ............ 16 .351 5. 8617.2-115. 8311 5.4416.68 16.96
Crude Fiber........................ 4. 81 1.731 5.08 4.79 1.64 5.05
5 06
Starch .............................. 68 .50 24 53 72.24 68.56 23 .ti2 72 32 72.33
1
.A.sh.. .. ,.,,,•••••••,•.,,••••, ,•.,•,,•, l, 881 0.68 1. 98 2 33 0. 8( I 2.45
2,21
Potash................................ 0.76 0.27 0. 80 0.96 0 33 1 01
0.90
Phosphoric .Acid........ . .... ..... 0.24 0.08 0.25 0.23 0. 7\J 0.24
0.24
1

*OJ.loulated from total nitrrgan.
t Ether extract.

:J:Alcohol extract.

The first important fact shown from the above analysis, is that cassava contains a larger amount of non-nitrogenous extract matter than is, found in any other crop.
This matter is composed largely of starch, of which it
contains much more than either the Irish or sweet potato.
A very considerable quantity of sugar, however-about
3 per cent-is also included in this material. Cassava,
the~efore, presents marked characteristics of both potatoes and sugar beets, but contains very much more total
food, because of its greater solidity and smaller content
of water.
That cassava is not a perfectly balanced food, that is,
does not contain flesh-forming and fat-forming mat<~rials
in the relative proportions ne_cessary to secure the best
posible results from its use, or the greatest economy from
its feeding is apparent. On the other hand, no food, with
the possible exception of fresh milk, exists in these per-

\
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feet proportions; in each one or the other class of constituents predominates "Man cannot live by bread alone,"
is a fact as scientifically correct as it is a recognized
exp,r ession -of -Divine wisdom. Man - must have beef or
eggs with his bread; _ beans or peas with his pork, and
_<;hickens with his potatoes, if either is to be fully u1ilized
and the greatest possible amount of nutriment be
secured.
So with hay the animal requires bran, corn-fodder with
cotton se~d meal, and with cotton seed hulls, pea vines or
velvet beans a.re required if the full value of either is to
be secured to the animal.
It · is unquestionably true, however, that cassava-, all
t?i_ngs . · considered, comes nearer supplying a perfect
ration for farm stock than any other concentrated food
P·! oduc~d upon Florida farms.
_. _ That the composition of other foods may be readily
c-0mpar,e d with that of cassava and that, therefore, the
data needed for the most economical utilization of Fl'01rida feed-stuffs may be available, Table II. has be:en prepared, giving the nutritive constituents of all distinctively southern feed-stuffs, based mostly on- our own analyses; and in each case upon the form of material in which
·we Floridians are accustomed to use the food.
-The importance of this latter condition is illustrated
by the case of pindars, which, though frequently aual°yzed, are with us always fed in the field, being harvested
by the hogs; all analyses made under any other conditions. So far as the writer is able to learn no 0ther
analys~s of this crop is so stated as to be of assistance
to any Florida farmer desirous of knowing its composition of this crop that he may intelligently supplenieat it
with other food in the hope of securing better _and more
economical results.
Before actual consideration of some of the details
of this table an attempt to apply them to the problem 0f
_the rational feeding of Florida stock, a good demonstra-
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HOGS FED ON CASSAVA.

DRESSED WEIGHT OF THE HEAVIEST

538 POUNDS .

.
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thus the l-argest gross return from the food consumed,
may have been fed on comparatively expensive food, so
that the increased weight might not pay for the increased cost of the food; in which case pigs showing a
smaller increase in weight, might have really eaten so
much les.s value in food as to make their actual gain cost
less per pound, so that the food given them might have
well been the most eco~mical in net returns. 'fhis is an
exemplification of the well known fact that the heaviest
hog, or the largest steer is seldom the most profitable ammal.
The important factor of the amount of food consumed, I have supplied as well as possible from my own
record of the amount of cassava or corn · consumed by
several pigs of the same breed, age and condition during
the same time of year, so that though not the identical individuals in the original test the averages furnish reasonably correct data for determining the relative values of
the quantities of food consumed by the corn and cassavafed pigs in the earlier experiment. Thus, so far as practical farm purposes go, we have a basis for estimating
the ·actual cost of the meat produced by each kind of
food and can thus determine the · relative economy of
corn and cassava as hog foods.
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The results of this experiment reduced to the ave-rages and totals of each group or lot, numbered numerically, are presented below in
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TABLE III.
CASSAVA COMPARED WITH OTHER FOODS IN
FATTENING HOGS.

Kind of Feed.

food conn my own
sumed by
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h kind of
onomy of

Lbs~ Lbs. _Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs~ .Cts. ~ ___ $_

_ _ _ _ _ _

Cassava . . . . . . . . . . .
Corn ... . ...... . .
Chufas ............
Pindars.. . . . . . . . . .
Goobers . ..........

16Z
1

24:
223
202
173

326
424
254
251
231

159
177
21
49
58

53
59
21
16
19

95 . :l

70.0
7.0
24.2
32.2

2½
2¼

0. 75 1.04
1.~7
2.41 3.06 - .05

The important facts presentei in Table III, as the
results of the series of feeding experiments, sPem to IJe as
follows: First, the percentage of gain in weight as the
result of feeding five different lots of pigs, on as many
different materials, for a period of 75 days, places the
foods tried in the following order of merit: Cassava, corn,
goobers, pindars and chufas.

the latte.r standing at the

bottom of the list, with the percentage of gain to the
pigs fed upon it only 7 as against 95.2 for cassava, hidicates that this crop should be excluded from the list of
economical hog foods. Second, Corn, which is the
standard fattening food of the Western Hemisphere and
the material on which probably 95 per cent of the fat
hogs of American markets are finished off preparatory to
slaughtering, makes but a poor showing as compared
with cassava, though it ranks · second in the list of foods
tried, its percentage gain being 70 as against 95.2 "ith
cassava. The difference between the two rates of gain

•
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70 and 95.2, is 25.2 per cent. in favor of the cassava pigs.

The actual comparative gain, however, is considerably
greater since 25.2 is 36 per cent. of 70, and therefore,
the real difference in value between these two foods is 36
per cent. in favor of the cassava. In other words the experiment shows that pigs fed on cassava will make 36 per
cent. more meat during a given interval than if fed upon
corn. A different statement of the same fact is, that
there is more than 1-3 more profit from .the feeding of
cassav_a than corn, in fattening pigs, where the cost of
producing the two foods is the same. When it is borne
in mind, however, that the actual cost of producing cassava, food value for food value, is very much less than
with corn, the advantage of the former appears still
greate-r, and there can be no question of the place of cassava as "a money crop." Third, The daily cost of these
two foods as nearly as it c~m be estimated was 0.75 of one
cent per day each, for the cassava fed pigs, and 2.40 cents
each for the corn fed lot. The total cost therefore, of the
amount of food consumed during the 75 day period was
$5.52 for the cassava pigs and $18.07 for the corn fed
lot. . This amount divided by the gain in weight for each
lot shows that the actual cost per pound of the meat
· made from the food consumed was 1.04 cents for the
cassava and 3.06 cents for the corn fed pigs.
The actual market value of the live pork and of corn
at the time the trial was in progress being -known, have
been used as a basis for the calculation. As to the hasj s
with cassava however, no actual market value then existed. Where starch factories have, however, been established in the state $6 per ton is paid for the r-0ots, and
this has, therefore, been adopted as the standard of
value, although as a matter of fact, our own experience
shows that the crop can be grown and harvested at $14.00
per acre, ·which with our average yield makes the actual
cost of the cassava only about $2.0,0 per ton, on which
basis the relative profit of feeding the same to pigs, would
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have been three times greater than appears in the estimates of the table.
With these actual facts accepted, can there any longer
be doubt that cassava converted into meat, bacon, lard
and hams as finished products, for which the supply never
equals the demand, is indeed a "money crop."
As further evidence that the experiments were conducted under normal conditions, and also that the advantage shown for cassava as a fattening material is· not
possessed by the hog feeders of any other section of the
country, 'r venture to present for comparison the res·ults
of pig-feeding trials made at representative experiment
stations, North and South, at the very time that thei;,e
trials were under way in Florida. Bulletin 82 uf the
Alabama station shows that with their experiment:-3 in
the feeding of four different lots of pigs upon as many
different rations, the average cost of the ;;ain in
live weight by the pigs being · fed was 3.51 cents p(:ir
pound. The annual report of the Mass. Hatch Expt!riment Station for 1896, shows that the average cost f,f the
gain in live weight made by pigs under ·experiment was
2.88 cents p·e r pound. This, too, where a chief constituent of the ration was skimmed milk, ~alued at 0.l5
cents per pound and supposed to be the cheapest of all
hog foods.
The annual report of the Vermont Experiment Station for 1896 .s hows that the average cOAt per
pound of increased llve weight with four different lots of
experimental pigs was 3.72 cents per pound.
The average 001st of the gain made at these three
different ·s tations was 3.37 cents per -day, or 3.24
times the co.st per pound of the gain produced by us
through the feeding of cassava. The Vermont report
further specifies that the average profit per pig
fed during the period oif trial was $0.50.
This,, too,
during a period of 1.06 days as against .our profit of
$i.07, made in the period of 75 days with 1?.as~a.va. A
further important consideration is the fact that ili e,H·h

2~

of the cases specified the profit was figured on a basis of
$0.05 per pound, live weight, for pork, while our •?stirnates
are based upon the low market valuation of $0.03 per
pound.
These certainly are important facts and w )rthy of
careful consideration. They form a simple demonstration that cassava properly used and fed must eertainl.v be
a very much more profitable crop than any other crop
which can be converted into hogs or hog-products.
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B.-EXPERIMENT

IN FATTENING
CASSAVA.

BEEF

Water ............. .
Protein.* ..... ... .
Fat ................ .
RE-sins, Alkaloid
Amids and Sug2
Crude Fiber .... ..
Starch ............ .
Ash ................ .
Potash ............ .
Phosphoric Acid
*OJ.loula.ted frc

ON

Several animals were fed as a test of the effects of
cassava, in keeping animals in condition and of restoring poor animals to proper condition. Several animals
have satisfactorily been fattened with cassava as the sole
fattening food used. Only one animal, however, was
actually experimented with for a definite fattening
period, and the result finally tested by slaughtering of
the animal.
The Station has not · been properly equipped for
feeding experiments, and no claim is made to ~deutIJic
method; it is believed, however, that the case offers
results of practical value to Florida farmers. At the
time the feeding was begun, no tests whatever lu:ul l,een
made of the digestibility of cassava, though Il(•W a beginning has been made along this line. The particula.r
bearing of this deficiency is the fact that during this
feeding trial -we possessed no data for determining· the
real nutritive ratio of cassava, and were, therefore, prevented from arranging a scientifically ·correct :eation or
combination of foods. The tests, therefore, were really
simply tests of the question as to whether cassava could
be used in the same w.a.y that corn is so nerurly universally use~ in the corn belt of the Central West, in p,rep:aring steers for the Chicago and Kansas City markets.
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There hay and cornstalks form the coarse fodders and
co,rn fed in cribs is the sole fattening reliance.
In the
test made by us dry hammock pasture grass furnished
the coarse feed, but cassava was substituted for corn
as the fattening material, supplemented by a little cottQnseed meal to improve the nutrative ratio and ~upply the
protein actually present in corn.
Twoanimals were
included in the experiment, but as one of them was
needed for future breeding purposes, the record an~
slaughtering test is confined to one animal. This was a
common Florida cow of the larger class, though at the
time of the beginning of the test, she had received no
food except such as she picked up for herself on the
woods range for some months. She was ten years old,
and thin to the point of emaciation. To meet Florida
conditions hammock pasture, supplemented with an
occasional feeding of pea vine, velvet bean, or crab-grass
hay, furnished the coarse fodder, and no shelter was
supplied or needed during the feeding period, which
. included 75 days, ending February 19, 1899. Although
the experiment is adapted to local conditions, and is believed to nossess practical usefulness for range cattle
owners, the actual ration consumed cannot be accurately
determined. The animal in question was fed all the ·
cassava she would consume, and the amount thus fed to
her averaged 12 pounds per day.
This was supplemented by two pounds of cotton seed
meal, added as a source of prutein, and the actual market value of the materials thus consumed is incorporated
in the table in which the results are presented.
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FATTENING BEEF UPON CASSAVA.
Live weight at beginning of period........ 450 pounds
Live weight at end of period. . . . . . . . . . . . 726 pounds ·
Gross gain. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 272 pounds
Dr~ssed -v:veight at end of period. . . . . . . . . . 502 pounds
Amount of cotton seed meal consumed per
_~ay. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 ·pounds_
Am,ount Olf c·o tton seed meal consumed! for
period. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150 pounds
Amount of cassava consumed per day. . . . . . 15 · pounds
Amount of cassava consumed for period .. ·.. 1,125 pounds
Value of increased weight .................... $11.04:
Cost of feed consumed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2. 62
Profit ...•............................ : ... ~ . · $8~42
The result of the feeding therefrom was an _a ctual
profit of 59.10 per cent. on an investment for seventyfive d.ays. - It is true, that no alloiwa.nce ·was
made for the labor involved in the care and feeding .
of the animal. This, however, was very slight and devolved upon a man having charge of 20 other animals
who still found time for much additional labor. There
can hardly be any question, tL erefore, that here again,
cassava converted into tbe form of a human food becomes most decidedlJ ·'a money crop."
The results of this feeding test simply add other evidence to that already possessed by every cassava grower_
iu Florida, as to its value as a stock food. The illustrations of the carcass of the cow, on which the test was
made and of the porter-house cut of the same, together
with a full page illustration of the Station d~iry hHd,
taken at the time when cassava was the chief constituent
of our daily ration, furnished ample demonstration of thilil
fact.
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DRESSED BEEF PRODUCED BY CASSAVA.
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When it is recalled in this connection that there
are over 200,000 head of range cattle in Florida,* and that
hundreds of thous.ands of acres of superior pastn:re lands
still remain unoccupied.; further, that these cattle ar~
nearer the Chicago markets than are the great ranges of
Montana and Wyoming and possess an easy control of
home markets and the new markets of Cuba, besid<> th~.
advantag_es of direct water communication with i.he ·
markets of Europe, the bearing of these facts becomt~s
apparent.
. Every beef animal in Florida can be put in the condition of western stall-fed cattle by the simple use of cassava at a mere fraction of the cost to the corn feeders
of the West.
C-CASSAVA AS A RAW MATERIAL FOR MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.

It now becomes necessary to refer again to the coinposition of cassava, since its utilization in manufactures
rests solely on the extraction of certain of its con~tituents.
There are two products for which this crop offers
perior material, namely: Starch and glucose. The
former. however, is the only product thus far achrnliy
commercially produced from cassava in this country.
The starch supply of the world has heretofore depended
upon potatoes and corn as raw materials. By comparing the actual yields of starch from these three raw materials in the factory we find that the average ·a mount -of
starch produced is as follows:

su-

Corn, 53 per cent.
Potatoes, 17 per cent.
Cassava, 20 per cent.
* rhe crnms of 1835 gives the total number of cattle in the State a~ 469,425. Of
these probably more than one-half are actually on ranges • .
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An acre yielding 40 bushels orf corn would at this rate
produce 1,187 pounds of starch, while an acre of cassava
producing six tons would yield 2,400 pounds of starch.
Two other condit ions, however, must be considered as
bearing upon the econ:omy of manufacture, namely: The
ing upon the economy of manufacture, namely: The
relative cost of the raw material supplied in these different forms, and the cost of manufacturing of the. :finished
product.
Ou the former point the market Yalu e of the three
different sources of starch, and the amount of starch
produced by each furnish a correct basis for estimating
th'e relati~e value of each crop for this purpose. At the
present price of corn and potatoes in Chicago, which is
a starch and glucose producing center, and of cassava, at
De Land, Fla., where the only cassava starch factory in
the world is located, we :find that unmanufactured starch
in the form of corn, at 45 cents per bushel, costs 4 cents
per pound, and the same material in the form of potatoes at 50 cents per bushel, costs the manufacturer 6
cents per pound, while cassava yields raw starch at 1 cent
per pound.
It thus appears that cassava is to-day the cheapest
known source of starch, costing at present market values
of raw material only about one-fourth as mnch as its
nearest competitor.
The matter of the relative cost is one for which no
actual data exist, other than the experience of the si11gle company, which has had two years experience in the
manufacturing of cassava starch. The proce•,s, however,
with the latter crop, is essentially the same as that in use
by potato starch manufacturers, and, therefore, the higher
starch yield and greater freedom from impurity should
render the process less expensive and, therefore, more
remunerative.

.~
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In this connection it should be stated that cassava
starch possesses certain properties not found in other
starches, which seem to make it a favorite in the markets
into which it has been introduced; so that there appears
to be a steadily growing demand for the product at prices
considerably higher than are quoted for other starches.
I may, with propriety add, that ~fr. B. Remmers,
managing director of the De ~and factory, has extended
to me many courtesies in connection with this phase of
the industry, and placed information at my d,isposal
which would not be expedient to make public, which, however, tends to strengthen my conviction that :i very g1·l-'nt
future lies before this industry,. wherever cassava can be
successfully grown, and such experienced and competent
technical control o.f the details of manufacture a·s are
evidenced at De .Land can be made available.
As the character of starches from different sources
and the uses to which they may be put depend chiefly
on the structure of the starch grain, and as :hese properties are the clue to substitutions and adultei:a tions of
different starch-containing materials, I have thought it
desirable to introduce plates showing the formation of
cassava starch as it appears under the microscope, in
comparison with similar illustrations prepared from the
other chief southern -starch yielding crops.
The other product for which cassava offers inducements to manufacturers is glucose . . The value of any
raw material for this purpose depends on its content of
starch, since the manufacture is chiefly a mere conversion
into glucose by means of chemical action.
Not only, therefore, does the high yield of starch in
cassava place it prominently before manufacturers as a
probably new raw material for the great glucose indu~
try, at present practically dependent upon corn, but,
mcreover, cassava contains two other constiluents ~vortby of consideration in this connection, namely: its ~{ per
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cent. of sugar against the 0.4 per cent. in corn and 1.68
per cent. of fiber, as compared with 2.20 per cent. of
corn.
Both of these materials are convertible into glucose,
and therefore, increase the possible output of the latter
product.
M:anufactur.e rs are now considering the impurhrnce
of these facts, and there is good reason for expectin~
. the e1·ection of at least two glucose factories in tile 11·:~ar
fntm·e, which will depend on . cassava for th~ir raw
material.
·
\Vitb. either starch or glucose . manufactul''=d from
cassava. there must. necessarily result. very large quantities of waste products, which would be found , :.tluable
as either stock foods ·or for fertilizing purposes. In
either case the chief of these would be the pulp ,vhjch
contains most of the cassava, except that its starch has
dis a pp eared.
'fbe analyses of several of these products fro-tn the
starch factory have been made expressly for this bulletjn,
and are now presented.
'fhere is another product of cassava of considel·nble
<:C>mmercial importance, which, however, is at r,res,~nt
produced only in tropical America, from the pois1mous
variety of the root. This is tapioca, the name for which
is derived from the Indian name of the plant, mandioc,
from which the term mandioca is applied to the product,
which by transmis1s ion has received the commercial name
of tapioca. Though this material has become so important an article of food, the cost of its production by
tbe semi-civilized labor of South America is so mu,~h less
than is possible under the labor conditivns ,rf Florida,
that it is not probable that tapioca in the near future
will become an important product of our State, ~xcept
for family consumption.

IJ
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The process of tapioca making is simple. The root
is pealed and grated, and then macerated in water with
-constant agitation, or stirred until the starch granules
are separated from the fiber, which latter floats on the
-surface of the water, and is thus removed; or, better
_yet, is strained from the water, by means uf a ::;it>n\
through which the starch-milk,-·so called, passes, leaving
· the fiber behind. This starch-milk, whicl! is simpty an
,emuls.ion o,f starch, allows the latter to gradually r-;ettle,
when the water may be poured off, leaving the !-;! misolid, moist starch behind. This latter is quickly dried
by intense beat, the 'South American Indians dipping
1arge iron shovels into the moist starch and then r,~volving them before open fires, the heat- of which compels the
·starch to assume the granular semi-lucid appeara::.1ce
lrnown as tapioca, in which form it becomes so desirable
a .n article of food, an essential · ingiredient of so many
wholesome desserts, and is so frequently eaten with little
ihought or knowledge as to origin or souroe of supply.
FEEDING CASSAVA.

. As shown_by ~he analysis in· Table II, and as already
·s(•ver::i l times stated on previous pages;, cassava predominates in Carbo-hydrate, 9r fattening constituents, ano ~Q
nat-es in carbo-hydrate, or fattening 0oinstituents, and is
1acking in pt·otein, or flesh-forming coil'stituents. That
±he crop, therefore, may be utilized to the best advantage,
it heromes necessary to revert to the fact that animals
:are able to . extract the greatest ani_o unt of nutriment
from the1r foods only when these two constituents exist
in re1·tain relations to each other as to amount or proportiou, and that this proportion, or reiation, between pro-fein cons.f ituents · and carbo-hydrate constituents is
termed the nutritive ralio of th'e food, and foods are said to
po~sess a wide ratio . or a narrow ratio, according as the
proportion of carbo-1:i.ydrates is la:r ge or small: · Cassava
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possesses what is known as a wide ratio and, therefore,
i-o 0btain the very best results from its feeding, this
ratio must be made narro:wer, that is, tb,e proportion of
proiein constituents must be increased by the addition of
a littlP. cotton seed meal , velvet beans, or cow peas.
Wh ere feeding is conducted on strictly scientific
principles, and the nutritive ratio is arranged accordingly, only the digestible portions of the foods in
question are take:q. into consideration, and the nutritive
ratio orf any fo.o,d is determined by adding to the amount
of digestible carbo-hydrates 2.25 times the amount .
of digestible fat, and dividing the product by the
amount of digestible protien. The ratio which has
thus been secured as determined by experiment to
belong to the food of each class of animals to enable it
to secure the greatest benefit from the consumption of
that food. differs with each class of animals, .and with the
condition in which the animal exists, as for instance,
whether at work or idle, whether growing or being fatten<~(~. The nutritive ratios thus determined as produciI g the best results with different animals . are as follows:
Hor:se, with average work, 1.7. Horse, with ha.rd
work, 1 :5.5. 8teers, at work, 1.7. . Steers, fattening, 1.6
Milch cows, 1 :5.4. Sheep, fattening, 1.5. Pigs, u:µder 100
pounds weight, 1.5.
Pigs, from 100 to ,175 pounds
weight, 1.6.
In T'a ble V., the food constituents of Florida feed~tuffs, which may be advantageously used in connection
with cassava, are presented, together with the nutritive
ratfos so far as possible, belonging to each of these
foo<lL
The actual ratio:, however, for. many of these
Southern crops has never been fully determined. They
::u·e, therefore, given with ~eservation, as suggestions,
rather than as definitely determinec,l facts. Because of
the lack of data, moreover, as to the real digestibility of
manJ of these producti;:;, I h.ave thought best to give the
actual _composition rather than to attempt to include in
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; of Florthe Gulf

the table simply the digestible portions of the foods
which, in most cases, remains · an undetermined fact. It
is believed, however, that by reference to the nutritive
ratios given for each class of our farm animals, and the
composition of the· different available feed-stuffs, together .
with the nutritive ratio for the same in the table, that
foods may be practically combined so as to be approximately correct in composition and thus yield satisfactory
and economical results in feeding.

·ht sandy~ than any

In connection with the Table, I suggest the following
feed stuffs as offering the best selection for combination
with cassava for the different kinds of stoiok in question:
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HORSE-Cassava, corn, · peas, fodder,
hay, oat hay, green rye, cotton seed meal.

crab-grass

STEERS-CassaYa, corn, cotton seed meal, cotton
seed hulls, velvet beans, green pasture, dry pasture, rye
fodder.
COWS-Cassava, green corn-fodder, dry pasture, pea
hay, crab-grass hay, rye pasture, Bermuda pasture, dry
pasture. cotton seed meal, cotton seed hulls.
PIGS-Cassava, velvet bean meal, velvet beans, cowpeas, pindars.
By combining some one of the protein, or flesh forming foods, mentioned with each class of stock, with the
cassava, it is believed that the best possible results may
be secured, while the other foods enumerated in each
class will furnish the coarse fodders which must, of
course. in each case, furnish the main bulk of the food to
be consumed.
Attention should be called, however, to the fact that,
although different kinds of hay are frequently mentioned
in the table and lists, actually cured and harvested hay
need be resorted to in our climate only as an occasional
feed where animals are so situated that a pasture or
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range is available. The composition of dry winter range,.
or f'all pasture gras.s, however, would not very materially
vary from tbat of cured hay, so that in the arrangement of
rations one may be substituted for the other as is most
convenient or best suits the condition or surroundings
of the feeder.
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TABLE V.
FOOD CONSTITUENTS OF CASSA VA AND OTHER
FEED-STUFFS.
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DOMESTIC USE OF CASSAVA.

ful and favo1
and suggesti<

The composition as given in Table II, taken togf-thn
with the results of the animal feeding tests record·2d are
sufficient to establish the wholsomeness and nutritive
quality of the root.
Articles for human consumption, however, must possess one other property in order to recommend themselves to public favor, namely: flavor, or agreeable ta:-lte.
This quality is, howe"er, possessed by cassava in a high
degree.

CASSA""\
cassava root,
15 minutes;
solution sett
pint of milk
butter, with
nary custard

Raw, it is pleasant and wholesome, though not <:'SJWcia.lly desirable.
It is far more palatable than r·aw

CASSA,
grated cassa-,
add three be
to taste; ba:k
ficient for si:

Irish potatoes, though possibly not so much as carrots or
fiat turnips. Boiled or fried, it is a most nutritio 1s ~nbstitute for either sweet or Irish potatoes. If boiled and
then fried or baked, it is a decidedly desirable addil:ion
tothe variety upon any table. As an artick• of human
food, however, it meets with chief favor when P-onverted
in to some form in which its characteristics are ~omewhat
disguised. It must borne in mind that thi.s is equally
true of potatoes, pumpkins, flour and many commom foods. It may be briefly dried by means of the
sun, oven, or evaporator, when sliced, cut with a root
cutter, or even a spade, into thin slices, and then be
reduced to flour by grinding. This flour is extrernely
1

nutritious, and a. palatable substitute for all cereal flours
a.n<l meal.;i, alld may be 1:se J either by it-elf or as au admixture with the products of ground grains. Bread,
biscuit. batter cakes and all similar artich~s may be made
from this cassava flour in the same way that otlier
flour would be used.
T'he grated root assumes an appearance somewhat
resembling cocoanut, and forms an excellent basis for
pies and puddings. That its use may be facilitated, I
have thought it advisable to incorporate several success-
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ful and favorite recipes for cassava dishes as patbrns
·a nd suggestions of its -proper preparation .
RULES FOR COOKING.
CASSAVA PUDDING.-Grate about one pound of
cassava root, moisten with a little water, allow to stand
15 minutes; drain off one-half cupful of the starch
solution settling at the bottom o.f the mass, add one
pint of milk and three or four beatP.n eggs, one ounce of
butter, with sugar and nutmeg to taste; bake like ordinary custard.
CASSAVA PULP PUDDING.-Take one i::upful of
grated cassava, three cups of milk, and boil five minutes;
add three beaten eggs, one-half cup of sugar, and flavor
to taste; bake one-half hour. This makes a pudding sufficient for six persons.
CASSAVA FRITTERS.-Grate one pound of cassava root, add salt to taste, and one teaspoonful of baking
soda; soften with milk or water, and fry like any other
fritters.
CASSAVA BATTER CA~ES.-Mix one-half grated
cassava with one-half corn m eal or flour, add milk or
water to desired -degree of thinness, two beaten eggs, and

fry like ordinary batter cake. Use baking powder or
sour milk and s )da, as with flour.
IN CONCLUSION the writer desires to acknowledge
the cooperation and assistance rendered by the Biohgical
and Chemical Departrnents of the Station and to return
thanks to Profs. Rolfs and Miller for the same. I desire
also to express my obligation to Mr. M. G. Donk for
assistance in analytical work , and to Miss Lucia McCulloch for miero-photographic work.
H. E. ~TOCKBRIDGE.
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AKALYSIS OF CASSAVA BARK RESIDUE_
Water ................... .
Volatile Matter ........... .
Potash ...... . ....... . ... .
Phosphoric Acid . . .. . ..... .
Nitrogen ............... . .

79 . 60 per cent.
18. 19
,,
1.43
. l2

. 75

''

The essential facts to which attenti0n should be callee]'
in connection with the above analyses seem to be as follows ~~
. That although these materials have already been utilized
to some extent by farmers living in close proximity to the factory, if they are to become of general use and value,
their physical condition must be materially changed as ·.
they contain altogether too much water to render their ·
transportation and use economical.
The amount of organic matter and of nitrogen found _
in the two different cassava pulps would indicate that, if
properly freed from most of the water present, as could be-_
easily done by draining or pressure, they would possess .
very considerable value as stock foods. This could not be
otherwise, in view of the fact that the process of starch
manufacture removes almost nothing but starch from the cassava ancl that even some two per cent. of the 5tarch remains i~ the residue, the water content of \:\:hich, however,
has been_very larg ely increased by addition of the water necessary for removing the starch from the root.
The materials in their present form can hardly be con-sidered as commercial products, and definite values either
for fertilizing or for feeding purposes can hardly be given
them. The analyses, however, are important as showing ·
the feeding and fertilizing constituents present which
would become very valuable if made · more available byremoval of the excess of water introduced during the pro cess of manufacture.
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IMPORTANT FACTS.
1. No cassava grown in Florida possesses any poisonous character.

2. The crop is perfectly adapted to all parts of Florida, and, in general, to the hard pine -lands of the Gnlf
States.
3. It thrives best on moderately fertile, light sandyloam soils, on which it withstands drought better than any
other staple crop.
4. It produces most abundantly with only moderate
applications of fertilizer, the application per acre pro:l.ucing
the best results on the Station farm containing 62 .½ lbs. of
acid phosphate, 150 lbs. of cotton seed meal and 37 .½ lbs.
of rnuriate of potash, having approximately a percentage
composition of 2. 6 per cent. of phosphoric acid, 3 per cent.
of nitrogen and 5 per cent. of potash.
5. There seems to be no advantage in divided applications of this fertilizer, the crop being able to utilize it all
without waste from one application.
6. The planting two pieces of seed cane in each hill is
recommended as assudng a good stand, most complaints of
failure at securing fatisfactory stands being the result of
too little seed or of the use of poor seed.
7. The crop is easily harvested from the soils to which
it is best adapted. It may be preserved without injury for
soµie months after harvesting, but is usually more conveniently used directly from the field in which it grew ..
8. There is no difficulty in preserving seed-cane when
placed in beds, the ground being freshly plowed for the
purpose, if the butt ends of the canes all touch the ground
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and a good covering of hay, moss or straw is placed next
the canes and further covered with a light layer of soil.
9. Cassava contains a larger amount of carbo-hydrat
food constituents, or fat forming material. than is found in
any other staple crop.
10. To secure the best results from its feeding, additions of small quantities of cotton seed meal, cow-peas or
velvet beans, whereby the proportion of protein is increased, are recommended.
11. In feeding pigs, meat may be produced from cassava at a cost of about 1 cent per pound. The average
cost, under identical conditions with other feed-stuffs, is
more than 3 cents per pound.
12. Cassava proves itself a most superior beef fattening food. The cost of live weight beef produced by feeding cassava is 1.1 cents per pound, and in seventy-five days
a profit of 59.10 per cent.: was made by fattening beef upon
cassava.
13. As a raw material for the manufacture of starch,
six tons of cassava produces 2,400 pounds of commercial
starch, as against J ,200 pounds obtainable from forty bushels of corn.
14. Cassava is a palatable and nutritious human food,
capable of being utilized in many ways, and furnishing a
most desirable domestic substitute for many imported araticles.
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